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Long-time photography sales and customer service expert. Consistently meets 
commission-based sales goals, leads teams, and performs tasks related to data 
backup, management, and distribution. Highly experienced in fast-paced, high 
stress situations that require a steady head and consistent work ethic.

SEPTEMBER 2011 – MARCH 2012
ASST. LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER - ABC CORPORATION

 Takes pictures of individuals, families, and small groups, either in studio or on 
location.

 Adjusts apertures, shutter speeds, and camera focus based on a combination of 
factors such as lighting, field depth, subject motion, film type, and film speed.

 Uses traditional or digital cameras, along with a variety of equipment such as 
tripods, filters, and flash attachments.

 Creates artificial light, using flashes and reflectors.
 Determines desired images and picture composition, selecting and adjusting 

subjects, equipment, and lighting to achieve desired effects.
 Scans photographs into computers for editing, storage, and electronic 

transmission.
 Tests equipment prior to use to ensure that it is in good working order.

2006 – 2011
LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER - DELTA CORPORATION

 General photography and filming Upload and categorize photos on computer 
systems Answer emails Sell photo packages to customers Manage photo shack .

 Directed sports and school pictures photo shoots.
 Managed teams of up to six photographers; coordinated schedules and 

locations with schools and photographers.
 Helped train all new photographers.
 Prepared paperwork according to contracts and service requirements.
 Photograph interiors/exteriors of luxury apartments and homes; shoot notable 

locations, venues, and lifestyle of surrounding neighborhoods; manage .
 Produced family and individual studio portraits.

EDUCATION

Associate of Arts in Bible - (APPALACHIAN BIBLE COLLEGE - Bradley, WV)
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SKILLS

Photoshop, Lightroom, Illustrator, Photography.
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